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radical customer focus
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Questions



Do you have time set 
aside in your calendar to 

test new things?



Do you walk in the 
footsteps of your clients 

to experience yourself 
every week as they do?



Do you attach files to 
emails?



Do you know what you 
will learn next week?



What shapes the world today?



DATA ABUNDANCE
90% of all information in the 

world was created in the last 2 
years

PACE OF CHANGE
The average age of S&P500 

companies have gone from 67 to 
15 years

COMPUTING POWER
Today’s video consoles are more 

powerful than the 
supercomputers in year 2000

CONNECTIVITY
In the coming 2 years another 1.5 
bn people and 15 bn things will be 

connected to the web
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Non-AI

What AI & Machine Learning is

AI
(Machine Learning)

If text=”Win 1 million”
then sort(spam);
else sort(mail);

Examples of 
spam

Examples of 
non-spam

ML code



What is the probability of winning case X?

What Machine Learning can answer already today

Who is most likely to become a new client of yours in the world?

What behavior is fraudulent?

Where are the weak points in a contract?

What does a great NDA look like for this specific situation?



But what else can machines do?



But what else can machines do?
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Machine Learning pyramid of application

Existing applications

Ready-trained APIs for 
application development

Building & training your 
own models



Do we all agree that the 
world is changing (fast)?



In a rapidly changing world, the only 
long-term sustainable strategy and 
competitive advantage is to learn 

things faster than the world changes 
around you and translate that learning 

into relevant innovation...



What can we do?



AVOID 
DIGITAL 

ALIBIS



Innovate

Learn

Automate



LEARN



5 hour rule



Things you can invest your 5 hour/week in

Learn at work
Review weekly what you will continue, 

stop, start doing based on learning

Take online trainings
Get free trainings online, there are many 

available

Play customer
Every Monday morning, experience 

yourself as your customer for 20 min

Build in feedback loops
In everything you do, build in feedback 

loops that keeps you honest

Place a daily call
Call a person in your network every day 

on a specific topic

Start a company
Start a company in an area you want to 

learn more about

Form a virtual community
Gather relevant people around the same 

area in a virtual community

Work someplace else
Work 3 days at another company or 

department

Start a blog
If you have to gather your thoughts 1 

time/week it drives learning

Acquire/partner companies
Acquire/partner with a company with 

competence that complements you

Write a 1-pager
To summarize something in a 1-pager 

requires you to know it well

Get a mentor
Identify a mentor in your area of 

specialism

Teach someone
Sign up as a teacher in your area of 
specialism / train a new employee

Have a monthly lunch
Lunch every month with someone you 

don’t know from your industry

Do a weekly reading
Have a weekly reading list (expert 

communities, trade media etc)

Shadow someone
Shadow an expert in your area

Test existing solutions
Test existing solutions from various 

markets and learn from them

Analyze data
Review all the customer data you have



Kira Systems

Leverton

ThoughtRiver

LawGeex

Legal Robot

Ross Intelligence

Casetext

Loom

Judicata

Everlaw

DISCO

Catalyst
Exterro

Brainspace Technology

Brainspace Discovery

RAVN

LitIQ

LegalSifter

Seal

Luminance

Intraspexion

Ravel Law

Lex Machina

Premonition

SettlementAnalytics

PerfectNDA

TrademarkNow

ANAQUAStudio

SmartShell

Smokeball

Brightflag



Schedule yourself
10 min/week for 

follow-up



INNOVATE



70/20/10



Solution

Solution

Step

Bad

Good

The User Journey - The starting point for all success



Proprietary + Confidential

What do people want?



How do you open a parachute?

CONVENIENCERELEVANCE







Restaurants Running shoes

Insure my dog

House heating

Weather tomorrowGet a Visa



Scan contracts Help from lawyer

Counteract lawsuit

Create NDA

Sue the airlineDo due diligence



Being relevant & 
convenient starts with 

removing all friction from 
the user journey



AUTOMATE



Automate what can be 
automated to enable 

innovation

The 2X habit



Innovate

Learn

Automate



FIRST ASSESS THE 
LANDSCAPE, THEN PICK 

SOMETHING AND 
BECOME GREAT AT IT



OBSESS 
ABOUT THE 

USER







It is not the thought 
that counts


